
 

Chapter 1 Children 

and football 

When I was little, my brother and I were leaving 

on a holiday village with my parents. At the age 

of 7, not knowing what to do, I headed to the 

playground and there were table football and 

table tennis.

Without knowing why, I headed for the 

football. I took a wooden bench and I started 

to play alone for good hours. J had to do 

some wash bottles or wheels, but without 

knowing why, I have loved the game.

I have loved so much that I even participated 

in a tournament. I remember playing against 

a lady I did not know the name and beating. 

She then said "HE PLAYS NO EVIL



 

THIS SMALL "and the tournament was 

started. 

That's it !!! I was going to my first game.

I lost 9 2 and my father took me back to the village. 

I was proud to have scores 2 points. 

At the age of 9 years, still on vacation, I met 

with some Frank. I was excited to play against 

him, they had got used to play after eating, 

and it made me incredible shots (Triangle of 

the back on both sides) and I arrived n has 

never stop, but I continued to play and was 

tired before me. I've never seen thereafter.

At the age of 11, during a stay on the island 

of re, I trained alone for hours, again and 

again. 



 

But it is at the age of 13 years that our parents 

decided to buy a football. The Grail had just 

entered the house. With my brother we were 

playing for days and even made parts in 100 

during the school holidays. My brother had 

echoes of a club in Toulouse because I was 

playing in a playroom at the exit of the school. 

The game room was huge, it was called THE 

STAR. All the best players of Toulouse was 

present, it was a pleasure to see them play.

C was we had to be in order to progress. 

It was taken over by laying a piece of 5frcs. I 

always remember my first game, this was a 

lady who's called Nadine.D. It has not been 

ridiculous 9-6 for the first time.



 

Once returned to the house, we still decided 

to s result more and we would also take over 

against the players. 

I also got to know Olivier.P federation 

president who gave me a VHS tape 

championships in France in 1992 or two 

Stephane Toulouse. B and Anthony. T were 

champions of France.

I watched that tape loop throughout the 

summer. 

September 1992, it was decided my brother and 

me to sign up for the first day of junior and senior 

double. 

They made 4 games and necessarily who do not 

win games we ended last, and chicken out, guess 

who they played against? 

Anthony and Stéphane !!! 

The match was not too bad, we 



 

losing 7-4 7-4. My brother played well, it was 

well marked by against me I took aim ball as 

say in the jargon. At the same time, its 

strategy was perfect, cross long and right, my 

defender was trapped. I realized later that this 

was how I was playing.

We did a day on the 5 and we were the 

junior brother and me. 

At the end of the season we were qualified for the 

championship of France has Japy. 

We left by bus and I always remember the spirit 

of the club, it was laughing, it was playing card, 

you also TV. Once arrived at the tournament, I 

remember having taken over against the great 

Cyril .H and Sebastian. Million. Of course for 

them it was a



 

single party but for me it was the game or we 

played to 200%. Result: we won 7-4.

I was so proud that I went to say to all of 

Toulouse. 

The tournament was set up after I finished 

5th and 2nd against my brother Laurent .F 

another Toulouse. In doubles I remember that 

we lost against a Oswald Club of Paris and 

played with some Raphael.

It was a great experience especially when I 

discovered the great players, Ibrahim, Noah, 

Damien Meloul Cyril I regaled to see Noah do 

the double and Damien wins mixed. The level 

was really high, I understood that I had to train 

hard m.

Summer 1993, we spent all summer to play 

for free because we had a 



 

click. 

We do not lose part of the afternoon for 

two 

.Forcement months with ten hours a day on 

weekdays and on Saturday afternoon, we 

quickly progressed. I met a certain Francis, a 

young man who played not bad at all. I thought 

the fight easily and I remember having won 12 

to 10. It took the license, it was cool because it 

was no longer alone as youngsters. 14-11-1993 

The first day arrived for the season knowing 

that the championship would be held in France 

in 1994 Blagnac.

And after all these drives, we were able to win 

the first day. I never thank President Patrick 

FC for giving us a cut, my first double win 

because I had a single has Japy.



 

We finished 3rd in the championship in doubles 

and 25th in singles. Francis and his back 

Romuald ended 11th and suddenly were 

qualified for the d2 while we we were qualified 

for the d1.

Finally the championship of France not 

proceeded as expected .We perdîmes the 

2nd round while Francis and Romuald 

became Champions Division 2. 

His game was incredible thrust. right roller for 

fixing and the thrust. So I played with him all 

summer and returned moped at home. A 

friendship was born .We played without losing 

party against all the best players. In addition, we 

were in the same high school so we played 

between noon and two and I stayed the night 

with a Luke. F which was played in singles.

The season 1994 1995 was a very difficult 



 

Because of my parents' divorce when I had to 

find a way out and it was found. Thanks to our 

intensive training, I became champion of France 

junior singles and senior vice champion of 

France. Guess we lose against that? Francis 

and Romuald. Fate had willed it so. In any case 

we smote in1 \ 16 Franck and Michel denim 1 \ 

8 Dimitri and claude 1 \ 4 Farid and Christophe 

half Cyril H and Sylvain

L. I will not tell you the bullets games by 

bullets even if I can, but just the match 

against Cyril. 

We lose the first handle 7 4, the second 

brother brand wheels 6 on and it is that 6 

-6 I have the ball back. I request a time out, I 

take a piece of gum and I tried to make a lift 

at the far post. GOAL!! It was revived for a



 

third set and I remember having stopped 

two 5-5 goal was beautiful. He won the Senior 

Singles against Damien. I met Gael in 1995 

and two Vietnamese with whom I was in class 

at the kindergarten. Francois had to 

concentrate to his studies, my brother played 

with Romuald, so I suggested to Bernard as 

age two to play together. The teams were 

forms .I not know if is to be champion of 

France junior but I got the proposal to play in 

mixed. Her name was Caroline n but was not 

interested in men. We reached the first day 

and we finished 3rd in the championship of 

France mixed.

I made that season with Bernard because I was 

not rough to score. Summer 1996, I was with 

my mom,



 

telephone ring. Either the voice that I heard, 

that I will remember it, sweet and kind, she 

asked my news and asked me if I wanted to 

play well with it.

I put a little time for hesitation but I knew I had 

to say yes because she was beautiful and more 

have a nice voice. I had spotted during a 

qualification but Montauban in1993 that I had 

won against the famous Lawrence F. Brown 

superb with a glare often dressed in black but 

with a heart of angel. If I was thinking I might 

think that angel came to earth and our paths 

have crossed. She Appella Audrey. We end the 

first county championship and in 1997 

management Yffiniac for the championship of 

France. We went out 31th chickens and met 

Yannick.l. Match 1-1 2-2 3-3 very Greenhouse 

No one was unable



 

6 -6 make the break he has the ball at 5, I 

deflects the ball Audrey ball and suddenly 

made me pass up, she had me never done 

before but the connection was so strong that I 

recovered all its passes.On won 76 7-5.Le 

tower after the game went fairly quickly but the 

girl was very nice to me, her name was 

Sandrine with long blond hair, she played with 

a gentleman who has a black bandana so it is 

called the attacker. They had Strasbourg.En1 \ 

4 finals, we smote Sylvie Metz and its front 

half, Sébastien M Chartres and final Sébastien 

M Strasbourg. The first thing that we did was 

to hug so we were happy with this win. Later 

we became champion of France in 1998 2000 

Vice Champion of Europe and vice



 

world champion. 

Today this connection is always because it is 

the godmother of one of my daughters, so it's 

always a pleasure to see or hear the tel. 

1998 towards Montpellier for France, I was 

no longer a junior, I was in the big leagues 

and I had to make my evidence. 

I was moved to a table football and a girl 

asked me if I had handles lend. I lent him 

two handles and it launches "it's the handles 

of a champion" .She had Montauban and we 

had taken the same bus without knowing.

The tournament was started and I did not get 

my grips. So I went with my handles without 

much talk .She called Monia.



 

The tournament began, it happens not too bad, 

here I quarter against Joaquim or I win 7-6 7-5 

and I am against Vincent million. 

A player coronation, now back at al goalage, 

good left hand before a shot sacred, I was 

wrong embeds. I was leading 4-1 at the 

beautiful. Fortunately the club spirit and 

encouragement of friends gave me strength 

and I gagne7-5. Final against Damien.

I remember his mixed japy or has everyone 

was for him, a player of a fair play copy, I 

would even say the fairest I encounter. I will 

always remember the game because it was 

filmed, I win 7-5 is beautiful but everything 

work for me, the triangle left hand like that 

made me Franck al age of 9 years, the top 

passes like Audrey



 

made me. 

I won the final. result:

Champion of France mixed with Audrey France 

champion singles and doubles ??? necessarily 

Francis and Gaël 

the Toulouse club had all raid So, I go back on 

the bus with my cuts and I see Monia with 

whom I sympathized and a week later we were 

dating 

1998 was my best season with a 3rd place tie 

with Damien in the first singles World 

Championship and 5th in doubles against two 

Belgian, Ismael and patrick 

chapter 2 



 

MEETINGS 

In life, we cross the path of extraordinary 

people and others less. Let's start with the 

PLUS

Franck M a Paris we had beaten in 1995, 

gave that he wanted to organize a 

tournament but 500FRs enrollment. 

Francis was like me, too scared to spend the 

money especially that al time we spend 

30Frs's tournament would decide not to go. 

But without knowing why, Francois received 

a call patrick Belgium who supposedly there 

were 57 registration by phone and if he 

would give me my number. Francis agreed, 

and I knew very well



 

that I had on the line, the Belgian back that we 

barred the road to the finals backs to the World 

Cup. 

He offered me this: this is a double entry 

tournament the following teams could make Patrick 

and Me Ishmael Patrick and Gael Gael and me 

and Ishmael and we shared everything. 

I was thus arrived there, the drama there were 

5 foosball and twenty people for double 

registrations. 

The tournament was launched, my first game 

was against Gaël Frederic Collignon, the 

champion of all champions, he was an 

extraterrestrial's singles champion and double 

world champion in France and in duplicate on 

baby abroad, and c is necessarily on 



 

me as it falls but it's okay we play 

thoroughly. 

We lost 7-6 7-5, I was not unhappy with the 

game but lacked something. 

So we met with Patrick Olivier and Frederic 

said "fred crazy" We lost and I felt that the 

tournament was over when Patrick said "now 

is when it starts" 

So we went up the table and losing the final of 

the losers were: Patrick / Ishmael against 

Patrick and I saw that we shared, no matter 

who plays, the important thing was the victory. 

And I knew that Ishmael not win and I felt in me 

an incredible energy to go play against 

Federico collignon.

I won the draw, luck was with us, 



 

I spent my ball and I scored a short, the 

second ball I noticed the short and then I 

marked long and wings, 

the game unfolded perfectly, Patrick to drive 

the nail scored goals from the back made me 

pass and I spent my balls and I scored each 

time. 

We did this for 6 races 7 -5 7-2, 7-67-4, 7-5 

7-1 with the double ko system. 

He said "well done" and landed on a chair and 

looked at me. I think he was thinking and why 

avoid it happening again

I find my back and have learned me a lot 

during cnft m and in 2001 will be the best 

player of the championship 



 

I also met a player that everyone called "Zap" 

and he had a 306 Turbo D and we often went 

in the same nightclub. 

And he invited me to play with me but do not 

know I refused but he will subsequently a 

trusted friend and the godfather of one of my 

daughters. 

Let the LESS 

My emotional life has forced me to emigrate 

me Montauban in an apartment or former 

tenant named Mr. cuckolds or I decided to 

create a club in a game room "modern times" I 

have and recruit young, we did the same 

league system on day 5. The second year, I 

proposed to the best junior playing with me .It



 

and taking my promise, I played with Aurelian. 

I taught her strategies, I was on top of my 

game suddenly, we were regularly in the final 

four.

From my side, 25 OCT 2002 was born a boy 

Kevin, we were happy but no more, there was 

something missing with Monia. 

Maybe she made a post natal depression 

So, she asked me in 2002 if I wanted to play 

with it in the 2003 world championship I 

decided to play with the mother of our child 

rather Audrey. Hard dilemma. She on her side, 

found a partner Francis. I was happy but quite 

a team. As if fate wanted us to challenge, the 

first



 

turn, was against Francis and Audrey. The 

game was tight but we won in 5 innings.

So, we advanced little by little in the winning 

table and we found themselves in the final. 

How lucky for us when I saw Francis and 

Audrey. We had already gained sudden, we had 

the advantage of the double ko in addition to the 

advantage of having beaten.

Here we are world champion in mixed 

with Monia 

on my side I was world champion in dyp 

defeating Mr Collignon 

champion with France team and runner-up 

in singles. When is Monia, she won second 

place in goal to goal.

In early 2001, we had 



 

enter a ASPTT sports complex is the best 

thing that happened. 

So I put myself in search of sponsors for 6 

months in the street alone, to the detriment of 

my son and Monia. 

To finance the trip and the hotel for the world 

championship in 2002 Franconville 

Our biggest sponsor was the MAESTRIA 

company offering even today pizzas 

qualities and we have trust in our project 

with the creation of shirt. 

I imposed to the club meals in 3 

Restaurant partners to thank them for 

their support. 

Finally, thirty partner gave us confidence. 

I wanted to introduce to others the 



 

Minibus trips. Special mention Gilbert and his 

wife that led us to Franconville. The second 

world championship because al the time, it 

was all 4 years as the World Cup soccer. I 

had my Belgian Patrick with me, I was 

confident. We managed to beat even Mr 

Collignon in two sets 7-6 7-4 to send the 

loser table.

By cons, our semi-final was more difficult, I do 

not was scoring well on Gael and I did not 

spend too much on Francis. We lost 7-3 7-1 

in the semi final but strangely I was happy 

because the final François / Gaël against 

Collignon / Arturo Carletta was amazing.

Francois and Gael prevailed. As club 

president, I was proud to have two world 

champions



 

and as vice-champion in mixed with 

Audrey. 

I decided to review the partner and show them 

the photo album. 

They all appreciated, I just made the SAV 

So we decided to organize the championships 

of France in 2003 during a heat wave, with the 

support of all the sponsors, and even town, 

district, regional council, departmental and 

sports committee and even departmental and 

sports management or I met Luis Fernandez . 

My first reaction was "you are called as 

football coach" and his response was "no, it is 

he called as I'm older" 

I spoke to him about our project and he said he'll 

help us and he had a publishing house that 's 

called "knowledge 



 

to win " 

Inside, there were the books of the coach 

that I have all bought in number 13. 

the pressure is found there, the dead time and 

concentration, among others. Graduated in 

relaxation therapy and mental sports,

he took more than 30 titles of world 

champions and 10 Olympic medals and I 

think my triple world championship was there 

for something. 

Unfortunately, the glory generates lust, I 'd 

noticed a rapprochement between Monia and 

Aurelien but I could not talk too much. He 

often came a little too often for that matter but 

I did not know how to STOP because there 

was an obvious attraction but on my side, I 

took on me because I do not envisageai



 

that a young I recruit in the games room, 

which has I learn techniques and that I was 

making money on tournaments or Patrick 

could not play can stab me. And well imagine 

that yes, then some of my friends have seen it 

but do not dare to come to me to open my 

eyes.

Looking back, I realize that in a couple when it 

does not work, it is better to change but I think 

it is better to stop the relationship and find 

someone later rather than ensure his rear. 

So, one day I called him my friend Thierry who 

was champion of France in 1996 in mixed just 

before that name is Audrey. 

I asked him if I could go home, he replied "no 

worries". 



 

I explained the situation and he told me she 

had someone. 

The shock but all was in order in my mind 

because it was released m. I decided to stop 

the relationship.

CHAPTER 3 



 

DISEASE

Following the break, I began to have 

strange ideas. 

I thought I had magical powers, I could stop 

time, the colors were more vivid, and I had the 

sensation of feeling things. 

Soon my father is a doctor, was able to detect a 

manic depressive psychosis manic trend. I have 

to be hospitalized in a psychiatric hospital 

closed service. From October 2004 to February 

2005, I have not seen my son too.

I found myself alone with tremor that 

handicapèrent me a lot to play. Fortunately 

November 20, 2005, I met a pearl that is 

now my wife.



 

She didn 'had not tried and was able to make my 

relationship with my son is improving. 

I had managed to regain my motivation for the 

2005 World Cup with Francis was difficult 

because of the tremors. 

In 2006, I was selected in the France 

team multi table Hamburg. 

I was replacing, which I understood because I 

was recovering. We were 3 games Belgium, 

England, Pakistan.

We played in the quarter against the US, I will 

remember the suspense 

amazing, we gained 9-7 in the 5th game. 

We lost against the Austrian half and we 

lost the 3rd place against Belgium. 



 

Season 2006-2007, I decided to play with my 

Zap, the season was not bad, we won the cnft 

segré of beating a formidable team Driss H 

Ibrahim. 

Yes the same ibrahim who was champion of 

France has Japy in 1993. 

But especially the World Cup in 2007 I will 

remember 3choses 

the first singles match against Jamal or fails 

shook my hand and I decided to send him a 

virtual fireball so dragon ball 

the second ever against Jamal but twice, I 

opened my hand going up the points with the 

abacus 

the third semi final with François 

double against elite 



 

collignon / Carletta before the game, I 

began to be very excited, a little too well. 

(You can find links on my Facebook) 

We finished 3rd twice and result in this 

tournament, I did not sleep for a week with 

the same symptoms, I had to be hospitalized 

for 3 months. 

The doctors diagnosed me as bipolar. 

I decided to quit to take care of my son and 

it's in 2017 that I decided to race again. 

Finally, we took down the championship of 

the semi-pro world and vice world champion 

speedball but my greatest victory was the 



 

participation in the championship of France in 

Blagnac with my son duplicate senior. 

I repeated a crisis in May 2019 following the 

world championship or Mondeville I picked a 

5th place in singles. 

The symptoms were the same. Bipolar 

disorders are of a ATN1 gene and an excess 

of serotonin (the hormone of happiness). Too 

much happiness during these world 

championships were right to me. I have 

returned to stay in the hospital for 2 months 

Failing go in Murcia I realized that life 

treatment with daily doses, will I need to avoid 

another relapse. It was a victory for me to 

know that being consistent, I will not return 

more to the hospital.



 

thanks 

I want to dedicate this book Francis who was 

the first to support me in 2004 during my crisis 

I would also dedicate to Audrey who always be 

and defend me in my choices in the 

presidency and did not hesitate to screw the 

handles in 2018. 

I want to dedicate a Zap is also present in 

my left crises go to the emergency in 2007 

for my hand. 

Patrick Belgium without which I would not 

know what I am today. 

But I really wanted to dedicate this book to 

my wife Sophie knew in 



 

2006 encouraged me and made me the gift of 

giving me two girls. Julie and Emily

Thank you for your support 

I will never forget all the partners that we have 

trust in my chair and BONZINI society including 

Mr Bergaglia. 
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